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Abstract
The present second part of a three-part paper gives the detailed treatment of the new notion of
multicategory, and that of the construction of the particular multicategory of function replacement.
For the overall purpose of the whole paper, see the abstract in Part 1. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Multicategories
For ‘∈N= {0; 1; 2; : : :}, we write [1; ‘] for the set {1; 2; : : : ; ‘}; [1; ‘] = ∅ when
‘=0.
Let O be a set. A tuple (string) of elements of O is a function of the form
’ : [1; ‘]→O, for some ‘∈N. We write |’| for the set [1; ‘], and ‘h(’) for ‘.
O∗ is the set of all tuples of elements of O. ⊥∈O∗ is the empty tuple (|⊥|= ∅).
For X ∈ 0; 〈X 〉 ∈O∗ is the one-term tuple whose only term is X ; |〈X 〉|= [1; 1]= {1};
〈X 〉(1)=X .
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It will be convenient to work with the following category O#. Its objects are each a
function s whose domain |s| is a Fnite set (possibly empty) of positive integers, and
whose range is a subset of O; s : |s|→O. An arrow s→ t is a function f : |s|→ |t|
such that
(the circle in a diagram signiFes the assertion that the diagram commutes).
A multicategory C is given by data (i)–(vii) and conditions (viii)–(xi) as follows:
(i) A set O=O(C) of upper-level objects, or simply, objects.
(ii) A set O˙=O˙(C) of lower-level objects.
(iii) A map O→ O˙ :X 
→ X˙ , assigning a lower-level object X˙ to every object X .
(iv) A set A=A(C) of arrows.
(v) To each arrow f a source s(f )=sf=sC (f )∈O∗, and a target t(f )= tC (f )∈O˙
are assigned; we write X˜
f→A if s(f )= X˜ ; t(f )=A; here, X˜ ∈O∗; A∈ O˙.
(vi) Given s(f )
f→ t(f ); s(g) g→ t(g), and p∈ |s(g)| such that (s(g)(p)):= t(f ),
which situation we indicate by the notation
s(f )
f→ ps(g) g→ t(g);
a composite g◦pf is deFned; it is an arrow; we have t(g◦pf )= t(g); furthermore, we
have speciFed amalgamating maps:
 =  [g; f; p] : s(g)\p→ s(g◦pf );
’=’[g; f; p] : s(f )→ s(g◦pf )
(morphisms in O#), forming the coprojections of a coproduct in O#. (s(g)\p means the
restricted function s(g)  (|s(g)| − {p}); also, for a subset P⊂ |s(g)|, we use the nota-
tion s(g)\P in a similar sense.) In plain words, the set |s(g◦pf )| is the disjoint sum of
the sets |s(g)|−{p} and |s(f )|, with injections  and ’; and these injections are mor-
phisms of the functions (O#-objects) s(g)\p; s(f ); that is, we have the commutative
diagram
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It follows that |s(g◦pf )| is given as [1; ‘+m−1] where |s(f )|= [1; ‘]; |s(g)|= [1; m];
however, this fact leaves open multiple possibilities for the amalgamating maps ’
and  . Let us emphasize that in general,  =  [g; f; p]; ’=’[g; f; p] depend in an
essential way on all three arguments g; f; p; in particular, it is possible that s(g′)= s(g);
s(f′)= s(f ), but s(g′◦pf′) = s(g◦pf ).
(vii) For each Y ∈O, an identity map 〈Y 〉 1Y→ Y˙ .
For the data listed, we require the following laws to be obeyed.
(viii) (Unit law 1) Whenever g∈A; p∈ |s(g)|, and Y =s(g)(p), which, in particular,
implies 〈Y 〉 1Y→ p s(g) g→ t(g) (although the latter only says that Y˙ = Y˙p, which is weaker
than what we are assuming now), we require that
g◦p1Y = g:
Moreover, we require that
 =  [g; 1Y ; p] = inclusion : (|s(g)| − {p})→|s(g)|;
’=’[g; 1Y ; p] = (1 
→ p)
(which facts imply that (’;  \p) is a coproduct pair in O#).
(ix) (Unit law 2) Under the assumption that s(f )
f→ 1〈Y 〉 1Y→Y (that is, t(f )= Y˙ ),
we require that
1Y ◦1f=f
and ’=’[1Y ; f; p] = id (making (’;  \1=⊥) a coproduct pair in O#).
(x) (Associative law) In the situation
s(f )
f→ ps(g) g→ qs(h) h→ t(h);
we require that
(h◦qg)◦ Mpf= h◦q(g◦pf );
here, Mp=’[h; g; q](p). Let us refer to the four compositions by the numbers as in
(h
3◦q g) 4◦ Mp f; h 2◦q(g 1◦p f ):
Note that compositions 1 and 3 are well deFned by assumptions. Composition 2 is
meaningful since we have t(g◦pf )= t(g). Composition 4 is meaningful since, for
’=’[g; h; q],
s(h◦qg)( Mp)= s(h◦qg)(’(p))= s(g)(p)= t(f );
the second equality because we have ’ : s(g)→ s(h◦qg) in O#.
We abbreviate
’1 =’[g; f; p];  1 =  [g; f; p]; ’2 =’[h; g; q];  2 =  [h; g; q];
’3 =’[h; g; q];  3 =  [h; g; q]; ’4 =’[h◦qg; f; p];  4 =  [h◦qg; f; p]:
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We require that the following diagram be commutative:
Here, ’3  is the restriction of ’3 to the appropriate domain. Since (’3;  3) is a
coproduct, Mp=’3(p) =∈ Im( 3); thus the use of  3 in the diagram is legitimate.
(xi) (Commutative law) In the situation
for Mq=  [h; f; p](q)=  1(q) (since p = q; q∈ dom(s(h)\p); so  1(q) is deFned),
Mp=  [h; g; q](p)=  3(p), we require
(h
1◦p f ) 2◦ Mq g=(h 3◦q g) 4◦ Mp f:
The fact that composites 2 and 4 are well deFned is seen as in the previous case. With
’i;  i given similarly as above, we require the commutativities as in
Since Mq∈ Im( 1); we have Mq =∈ Im(’1); so the use of ’1 is justiFed; similarly for ’3.
The map  1 is injective; so, Mq =∈ Im( 1  (|s(h)|−{p; q})); and the use of the restricted
 1  is justiFed. Similarly for  3 .
(end of deFnition of “multicategory”).
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The standard deFnition of multicategory (see [1,2]) is the special case in which
(i) O˙=O; X˙ =X for all X ∈O (a one-level multicategory, as opposed to the general
two-level notion), and (ii) we make the standard choice for the amalgamating maps
as explained now.
For X˜ = 〈Xi〉i∈ [1; ‘]; Y˜ = 〈Yj〉j∈ [1; n]; both in O∗, and for p∈ [1; m], a particular index,
Y˜ pX˜ denotes the result of inserting X˜ into Y˜ at the place p; this in ePect replaces
Yp by X˜ . This means that Y˜ pX˜ = Z˜ = 〈Zk〉k ∈ [1; n]; where n= ‘+m− 1, Zk =Yk when
1≤ k ¡p; Zk =Xk−p+1 when p≤ k ¡p + ‘, and Zk =Yk−‘+1 when p + ‘≤ k ≤ n.
DeFne
’=’[Y˜ ; X˜ ; p] : |X˜ |→ |Z˜ |;  =  [Y˜ ; X˜ ; p] : |Y˜ | − {p}→ |Z˜ |
by ’(i)=p+ i− 1;  (j)= j when 1≤ j¡p, and  (j)=p− j+ 1 when p¡j≤ n;
we have the coproduct diagram
X˜
’→ Z˜  ← Y˜\p
in O#. When the multicategory has the just speciFed connecting maps: for the composi-
tion g◦pf; ’[g; f; p] =’[s(g); s(f ); p];  [g; f; p] =  [s(g); s(f ); p], we talk about a
multicategory with standard amalgamation. In particular, the source of g◦pf depends,
in the standard case, only on the sources of the factors, and the place p; not necessarily
so in the general case.
Note that in the standard case, the commutativities required for associativity and
commutativity ((ix) and (x)) are automatic.
There is a further remark to be made about the commutative diagrams in the laws of
associativity and commutativity, to the ePect that they are, to a large extent, automati-
cally true. Referring to the notation in (x), suppose that the functions s(f ); s(g); s(h)
are one-to-one (non-repeating tuples), and their ranges are pairwise disjoint. I claim
that, as a consequence of the preceding conditions, the commutativities required in (x)
are now true. First of all, it follows that s =
def
s(h◦q(g◦pf )) is itself non-repeating. But
then for any t ∈O#, there can be at most one morphism t→ s in O#. This implies each
of the three commutativities in (x). The same can be said about (xi). We will exploit
this fact in Section 5.
As a consequence of the deFnition, in any multicategory, we have a concept of
simultaneous composition. Assume g∈A; pi ∈ |s(g)| for i=1; : : : ; m; pi = pj when
i = j. Assume that fi ∈A for i=1; : : : ; m, such that t(fi)= (s(g)(i)): for all i∈ [1; m].
Then we deFne
h =
def
g(f1=p1; f2=p2; : : : ; fm=pm) (1.1)
and with P= {p1; : : : ; pm}; the amalgamating functions
 : s(g)\P→ s(h);  =  [g; 〈fj〉j∈ [1;m]; 〈pj〉j∈ [1;m]]
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and
’i : s(fi)→ s(h); ’i =’i[g; 〈fj〉j∈ [1;m]; 〈pj〉j∈ [1;m]];
such that s(h) is the coproduct of the O#-objects s(g)\P; s(fi) (i∈ [1; m]) via the co-
projections  ; ’i (i∈ [1; m]). The deFnition is by recursion on m. When m=0; h= g,
we have  = ids(g). Suppose m≥ 1; and assume that Mh= g(f1=p1; f2=p2; : : : ; fm−1=pm−1)
has been deFned, with corresponding amalgamating functions
M : s(g)\P−→ s( Mh) (P−= {pi : i∈ [1; m− 1]});
M’i : s(fi)→ s( Mh) (i∈ [1; m− 1]):
We put
h= Mh◦ Mpmfm;
where Mpm = M (pm); and, with ’˜=’[ Mh; fm; Mpm];  ˜ =  [ Mh; fm; Mpm]; we deFne the amal-
gamating functions for (1.1) as  =  ˜ ◦( M  P); ’i =  ˜ ◦ M’i (i∈ [1; m− 1]) and ’m = ’˜.
In the simultaneous composition, the order of the composed-in factors is immaterial.
Precisely speaking, we have the generalized commutative law, which says the follow-
ing:
g(f1=p1; f2=p2; : : : ; fm=pm)= g(fˆ1=pˆ1; fˆ2=pˆ2; : : : ; fˆm=pˆm)
provided for a permutation  : [1; m]
∼=→ [1; m]; we have pˆi =pi and fˆi =fi (i∈ [1; m]);
moreover,
 ˆ =  ; ’ˆi =’i;
where, of course, we have used the obvious notation for the corresponding amalgamat-
ing functions, that is,
 ˆ =  [g; 〈fˆj〉j∈ [1;m]; 〈pˆj〉j∈ [1;m]];
’ˆi =’i[g; 〈fˆj〉j∈ [1;m]; 〈pˆj〉j∈ [1;m]]:
For the case m=2, the generalized commutative law is identical to the original form
of the commutative law (including the commutativity of the corresponding diagram).
The general case be proved by using the commutative law alone, by representing the
arbitrary permutation  as a product of transpositions each of which exchanges two
elements standing next to each other in the “previous” permutation.
Therefore, the best way of looking at simultaneous composition is that we have an
arrow g; a set P⊂ |s(g)|; and a function p 
→ fp :P→A; such that t(fp)= s(g)(p) (p∈
P); giving rise to the composite h= g(〈fp=p〉p∈ P), and to the amalgamating maps
 =  [g; 〈fp〉p∈ P] : s(g)\P→ s(h); ’p =’p[g; 〈fp〉p∈ P] : s(fp)→ s(h) (p∈P). In fact,
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we can deFne
h= g(〈fp=p〉p∈ P)= g( Mf1=p1; Mf2=p2; : : : ; Mfm=pm)
for an arbitrary repetition-free enumeration 〈pj〉j∈ [1;m] of P, and for Mfi =fpi ; of course,
 [g; 〈fp〉p∈ P] =  [g; 〈 Mfj〉j∈ [1;m]; 〈pj〉j∈ [1;m]]
and
’pi [g; 〈fp〉p∈ P] =’i[g; 〈 Mfj〉j∈ [1;m]; 〈pj〉j∈ [1;m]]:
Suppose P;Q⊂ |s(g)|, P ∩ Q= ∅; write Pˆ and Qˆ for the assignments Pˆ= 〈fp=p〉p∈ P ,
Qˆ= 〈fq=q〉q∈Q. Suppose both g(Pˆ)= g(〈fp=p〉p∈ P), g(Qˆ)= g(〈fq=q〉q∈Q) are well de-
Fned. We can consider g(Pˆ∪Qˆ)= g(〈fr=r〉r ∈ P∪Q), and we have g(Pˆ∪Qˆ)= g(Pˆ)(Qˆ)=
g(Qˆ)(Pˆ), with the following diagram commuting:
Here, the further speciFcation of the maps is self-explanatory. It should be mentioned
that the map ’ : s(fp)→ s(g(Pˆ ∪ Qˆ))= s(g(Qˆ)(Pˆ)) has two meanings, which coincide:
’=’[g; Pˆ ∪ Qˆ; p] =’[g(Qˆ); Pˆ; p]; similarly for q in place for p.
We write g(f1; f2; : : : ; fm), or g(〈fi〉mi= 1), for g(f1=1; f2=2; : : : ; fm=m). The notation
g(f1; f2; : : : ; fm) (in which there is no notation of the place where each fi is being
composed into g) will never be used unless all places of g are involved (that is,
m= lh(s(g))), and fi is composed into g at the place i. Now, P= [1; m] : the  -map for
g(f1; f2; : : : ; fm) is empty: its domain is the empty set |s(g)|−P= ∅; s(g(f1; f2; : : : ; fm))
is the coproduct of the s(fi) via the maps
’i =’i[g; 〈fi〉i∈ [1;m]] : s(fi)→ s(g(f1; f2; : : : ; fm)) (i∈ [1; m]):
Let us formulate a version of the transitive law, involving a simultaneous composition.
Using the notation of the previous paragraph, let i∈ [1; m]; p∈ |s(fi)|, and suppose
fi◦ph is well deFned. Then for q=’i(p), we have
g(f1; f2; : : : ; fm)◦qh= g(f1; : : : ; fi−1; fi◦ph; fi+1; : : : ; fm):
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The coherence commutativities in this case are:
we have used the abbreviations g(f˜ )= g(f1; f2; : : : ; fm), g(f˜
′
)= g(f1; : : : ; fi−1; fi◦ph;
fi+1; : : : ; fm); j = i.
2. Morphisms of multicategories
Given multicategories C , D, a morphism F :C→D is given by data and conditions
as follows:
(i) Maps F : O(C)→O(D); F˙ : O˙(C)→ O˙(D) on objects such that
O(C)
( )·−−−−−→ O˙(C)
F
 O
 F˙
O(D) −−−−−→
( )·
O˙(D):
(ii) A map F : A(C)→A(D) on arrows; tD(Ff )= F˙(tC (f )) is required for all
f∈A(C).
(iii) For any f∈A(C), a transition bijection f : |sC (f )|
∼=→|sD(Ff )| such that
|sC (f )|
f−−−−−→ |sD(Ff )|
sC (f )
 O
 sD(Ff )
O(C) −−−−−→
F
O(D):
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Note that this is the same as to say that f :F◦sC (f )
∼=→ sD(Ff ) in O(D)#.
(iv) F preserves identities : F(〈Y 〉 1Y→ Y˙ )= 〈FY 〉 1FY→(FY )·.
(v) F preserves composition. Given f; g∈A(C); p∈ |sC (g)|; tC (f )= (sC (g)(p))·
(so that g◦pf is well deFned), for pˆ= g(p)∈ |sD(Fg)| we have that
tD(Ff ) = F˙(tC (f ))= F˙(sC (g)(p)·) = F(sC (g)(p)·) = sD(Fg)(pˆ)·;
↑ ↑ ↑
(ii) (i) (iii)
thus (Fg)◦pˆ(Ff ) is well deFned. We require that
F(g◦pf )= (Fg)◦pˆ(Ff );
moreover,
|sC (g)| − {p}
g−−−−−−−−−−→ |sD(Fg)| − {pˆ}
 [f;g;p]
 O
  [Ff;Fg;pˆ]
|sC (g◦pf )|
g◦pf−−−−−→ |sD(F(g◦pf ))|= |sD((Fg)◦pˆ(Ff ))|
’[f;g;p]
 O
 ’[Ff;Fg;pˆ]
|sC (f )| −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
f
|sD(Ff )|:
There is a composition of morphisms of multicategories. Given C F→D G→E, for
H =G◦F :C→E, we have H is the usual composite as far as the ePect on objects
and arrows is concerned, and f : |sC (f )|→ |sE(Hf )| is given as the composite
|sC (f )|
(F)f→ |sD(Ff )|
(G)Ff→ |sE(GFf )|: It is fairly clear that H is so deFned is indeed a
morphism of multicategories. We also have the obvious identity morphism IdC :C→C .
The said items form the category Multicat of (small) multicategories and their
morphisms.
Let us emphasize that multicategories are treated here as objects of a one dimen-
sional, ordinary, category, in contrast to the fact that categories are usually treated as
objects (zero-cells) in a two-dimensional category. This fact is the key speciFc feature
of our approach. There are isomorphisms of multicategories, but there are, at least for
us, no equivalences of them.
Let us note that every morphism F :C→D can be factored, in a unique manner, in
the form
so that the isomorphism " is the identity on objects and arrows, and F ′ is strict,
that is, all its transition maps are identities. To deFne C ′, we put O(C ′)=O(C)=O,
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A(C ′)=A(C)=A, and, for any f∈A; tC ′(f )= tC (f )= t(f ). For any f∈A; sC ′(f )
is deFned by |sC ′(f )|= |sC (f )|, and the commutative diagram
using the transition map f for F . Given f; g∈A; pˆ∈ |sC ′(g)| such that t(f )=
sC ′(f )(pˆ), we put g◦C ′pˆ f= g◦Cpf with p= −1f (pˆ). To deFne the amalgamating func-
tions ’′=’C ′ [f; g; pˆ];  ′=  C ′ [f; g; pˆ], we use the commutative squares in
|sC (g)| − {p}
g−−−−−→ |sC ′(g)| − {pˆ}
 
 O
  ′
|sC (g◦pf )|
g◦pf−−−−−→ |sC ′(g◦pˆf )|
’
 O
 ’′
|sC (f )| −−−−−→
f
|sC ′(f )|
where ’ and  are the amalgamating functions given with C . It is immediate that C ′
is well deFned. The transition maps for " are the given f; the ePect of F ′ on objects
and arrows is that of F .
3. The free multicategory
We need only the free multicategory in the case there is only one level of objects;
therefore, we restrict the deFnition to this case. However, note that the free one-level
multicategory will be free with respect to the general, two-level, variety.
Suppose O is a set (of “objects”), L is a set (of “generating arrows”), and for each
f∈L, we are given s(f )∈O∗, and t(f )∈O. Such data determine a language L; we
may write O=O(L), L=L(L), s= sL; t = tL. The free multicategory F(L)=C
on the given language is deFned by the universal property as follows. We have that
O(L)=O(C), L(L)⊂A(C); sC ; tC extend the given maps sL and tL; and ev-
ery time D is a multicategory, and we are given F(X )∈O(D); F(f )∈O(D) for
X ∈O; f∈L such that tD(F(f ))= (F(tL(f ))):, and we are also given f : |sL(f )|
∼=→
|sD(Ff )| such that
|sL(f )|
f−−−−−→ |sD(Ff )|
sL(f )
 O sD(Ff )

O(L) −−−−−→
F
O(D)
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(when f is the identity, sD(Ff )=F◦sL(f )) for all f∈L(L), there is a unique mor-
phism F :C→D of multicategories extending the given data F and ( ). The unique-
ness, up to isomorphism, of F(L) is clear; its existence could be proved routinely
by the Adjoint Functor Theorem (or, Initial Object Theorem; see [3]). Instead, we will
Fnd a direct description and proof of existence for F(L).
We Frst formulate a characterization.
(3.1) Let L be a language as above. Suppose C is a one-level multicategory with
O(C)=O(L); L(L)⊂A(C), and sC ; tC extend sL and tL, respectively. Then
C is free on L if and only if the following condition (2) holds:
(3.2) (Unique readability) For every $∈A(C), either
(a) $=1X for some X ∈O(L), or
(b) $=f($1; $2; : : : ; $m) for some f∈L(L); m= lh(s(f )), $i ∈A(C) such that
t($i)= s(f )(i) (i∈ [1; m]), (f($1; $2; : : : ; $m) refers to simultaneous composi-
tion; see the end of Section 1);
and furthermore, exactly one of (a), (b) is the case; in case (a), X is uniquely deter-
mined by $, and in case (b), the items f, $i are uniquely determined by $.
Note that there are no additional conditions put on the amalgamating functions.
Note that in case (b), for each i; lh(s($i))¡ lh(s($)), which fact implies that un-
der (3.2), A(C) is generated by L(L) in the obvious sense: A(C) is the least set
X containing each 1X (X ∈O(L)) and such that if f∈L(L), $1; $2; : : : ; $m ∈X and
f($1; $2; : : : ; $m) is well deFned, then f($1; $2; : : : ; $m)∈X. In fact, if condition (3.2)
holds, we may apply structural induction, respectively, structural recursion, to prove
that a property holds for all arrows of C , respectively, to deFne a function, say ",
whose domain is A(C). In the latter case, we should have the deFnition of the function
" at arguments 1X ; X ∈O(C), and a way that determines the value of " at any argu-
ment of the form f($1; $2; : : : ; $m) (f∈L(L)) from the following data f; $1; $2; : : : ; $m
and "($1); "($2); : : : ; "($m); unique readability ensures that thereby " is uniquely
determined.
The proof of the if part consists in verifying the universal property of C under
condition (3.2). Let us use the notation in the statement of the universal property. The
ePect of F on the arrows $ of C , including the connecting maps $, is deFned by
structural recursion on $. Of course, the amalgamating maps for the composition in C
and those for the composition in D are used in this deFniton. The details are given in
the appendix.
(Note that the if part of (3.1) is an important piece in the justiFcation of the gener-
alized notion of multicategory introduced in this paper; the if part of (3.1) shows that
the generalized notion is, after all, not so far from the standard concept of multicate-
gory; in fact, the if part of (3.1) shows that, in a sense, the generalized notion is the
algebraic essence of the standard notion.)
Next, for a given language L, we exhibit a particular multicategory F(L) with
standard amalgamation satisfying condition (3.2). Then, by the if part already shown,
F(L) is free on L; and since any multicategoy free on L is isomorphic to L, and
condition (3.2) is clearly invariant under isomorphism, the “only if” part will follow.
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C =F(L), in the speciFc sense now to be adopted, is deFned to have objects
O(C)=O(L). The arrows are deFned inductively as follows:
(i) Each X ∈ S is an arrow; sC (X )= 〈X 〉; tC (X )=X .
(ii) Whenever f∈L with lh(f )= n, and, for each i∈ [1; n], $i is an arrow such that
tC ($i)= s(f )(i), then
$ =
def
f(〈$i〉i∈ [1;m]) =f($1; $2; : : : ; $m) (3.3)
is an arrow, and sC ($) is the concatenation sC ($1)ˆsC ($2)ˆ · · ·ˆ sC ($m); that is, with
n= lh(sC ($)), ni = lh(sC ($i)), we have n=
∑n
i= 1 ni, and for any j∈ [1; n], with
i∈ [1; m] determined such that j∈ [(∑h¡ i nh) + 1; ∑h≤ i nh], we have sC ($)(j)=
sC ($i)(j −
∑
h¡ i nh).
In (3.3), f($1; $2; : : : ; $m) means something determined from f and the $i so that,
conversely, f and the $i can be recovered from it. Thus, f($1; $2; : : : ; $m) may be
the concatenation of the strings 〈f 〉; $1; $2; : : : ; $n. This is all right if and only if the
sets O(L) and L(L) are disjoint. In the general case, a set-theoretical construct such
as 〈1; f; $1; $2; : : : ; $m〉 (function on [1; m + 2] with values as listed) can be taken for
f($1; $2; : : : ; $m); now, for clause (i), we take 〈0; X 〉 to be the arrow, rather than plain
X .
The notation in (3.3) is in agreement with the notation for simultaneous composition,
as will become clear when we have deFned composition in F(L).
The composition in F(L) is deFned by substitution. Given
s(&)
&→ ps($) $→ t($);
$◦p& is deFned as $(&=p), the result of substituting & in $ for t(&)= s($)(p) at the
place p. The value of the expression $(&=p) is deFned by recursion on the complexity
of $. If $=X ∈O, and thus s($)(p)=X , then $(&=p)= &. If $=f(〈$i〉i∈ [1;m]), then,
using the notation adopted under (ii), for a speciFc j∈ [1; m], we p= ∑h¡ j nj + q
with q∈ [1; nj]; and we put $(&=p)=f(〈$ˆi〉i∈ [1;m]), where $ˆi = $i when i∈ [1; m]−{j},
and $ˆj = $j(b=q). It is left to the reader to verify that in this way we have deFned a
multicategory with standard amalgamation.
4. A two-level multicategory with non-standard amalgamation
Let L be a language, and C a (not necessarily standard, but one level) multicategory
free over L (see Section 3). For $∈A=A(C), we deFne 〈$〉 to be “the tuple of
occurrences of operation symbols in $, listed from the left to the right”. For a formal
deFnition, we use unique readability (3.3), which enables us to employ a recursion. For
X ∈O; 〈1X 〉=⊥, the empty tuple. For f∈L(L), m= ‘h(s(f )), $i ∈A; ni = ‘h(〈$i〉),
$=f($1; $2; : : : ; $m)∈A, we put ‘h(〈$〉)= 1 +
∑m
i= 1 ni, 〈$〉(1)=f, and for i∈ [1; m];
k ∈ [1; ni]; j=1+
∑
h¡ i nh+ k, we deFne 〈$〉(j)= 〈$i〉(k). This is the same as saying
that
〈f($1; $2; : : : ; $m)〉= 〈f 〉ˆ 〈$1〉ˆ 〈$2〉ˆ · · · ˆ 〈$m〉; (4.1)
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where we used the well-known operation of concatenation of tuples; 〈f 〉 means the
one-term tuple whose only term is f; of course, it is also the same as 〈$〉 in the sense
being deFned now, for $=f.
Let us Fx a multicategory E, not necessarily one level, or with standard amal-
gamation. A free multicategory over E is a system (L;C ; d :C→E) where L is a
language, C is a (one level) multicategory free over L such that O(L)=O(C)=O(E),
the morphism d :C→E of multicategories is the identity on upper-level objects, and it
is strict. A morphism H : (L1;C1; d1)→ (L2;C2; d2) of free multicategories over E is
a mapping H : L(L1)→L(L2) such that for any f∈L(L1), we have sL2 (H (f ))=
sL1 (f ); tL2 (H (f ))= tL1 (f ), and for the induced strict morphism H :C1→C2 (which
is the identity on objects) we have the commutative diagram
We also say that H is a morphism of languages, and write H :L1→L2 (note that
by a “morphism of languages” one might a priori mean something more general; we
do not need the more general concept).
Theorem. There is a uniquely determined assignment of a multicategory D=
D[L;C ; d] to any free multicategory (L;C ; d) over E such that conditions (i)–(vi)
hold:
(i) O(D)=L(L); O˙(D)=A(E)× O(E); A(D)=A(C).
(ii) Using the abbreviation T($)= (d($); tC ($)) ($∈A=A(D)=A(C)) the mapping
O(D)→ O˙(D) is f 
→ T(f ).
(iii) For $∈A; we have tD($)=T($) and sD($)= 〈$〉.
(iv) For f∈L=O(D); 1(D)f =f.
(v) Let us write for ◦(D), and ◦ for ◦(C). Whenever $ p& is well de@ned; we
have that
$= $′◦qf($1; : : : ; $n) (4.2)
and
$ p& =
def
$′◦q&($1; : : : ; $n) (4.3)
for f= 〈$〉(p), and for some $′; $1; : : : ; $n ∈A and q∈ |sC ($)| (we are referring
here to simultaneous composition in C , discussed in the last section).
(vi) Whenever H : (L1;C1; d1)→ (L2;C2; d2) is a morphism of free multicategories
over E ;Dj =D[Lj;Cj; dj], the mappings
H : O(D1)=L(L1)→O(D2)=L(L2);
id : O˙(D1)=A(E)× O(E)→ O˙(D2)=A(E)× O(E);
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H : A(D1)=A(C1)→A(D2)=A(C2)
constitute a strict morphism H :D1→D2 of multicategories.
The multicategory D=D[L;C ; d] is called the multicategory of function-replace-
ment associated with (L;C ; d). The name derives from the main clause (v). This
clause tries to say that
$ p& results by replacing the “function-symbol” f= 〈$〉(p) at the place
p in $ by the arrow &
however, it actually says less, namely that
$ p& results by replacing the “function-symbol” f= 〈$〉(p) at some place
in $ by the arrow &.
Note the diSculty of saying the Frst of these two statements mathematically; this
diSculty comes from the fact that f may occur at more than one place in $. The the-
orem avoids specifying the particular decomposition (4.2) that “belongs to” the place
p, and still manages to give the complete deFnition of the concept of the multicate-
gory of function replacement. The price we pay is that we do not have the deFnition
of D[L;C ; d] for any particular (L;C ; d) spelled out in detail; rather, we have the
complete deFnition of the global assignment (L;C ; d) 
→ D[L;C ; d].
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the theorem; certain technical
details will be relegated to the appendix.
We prove the theorem in two stages. In the Frst, we Fx (L;C ; d), a free multi-
category over E, and deFne the operations for D=D[L;C ; d] partially, for certain
combinations of arguments only, ones that we will call “separated”. The second stage
will involve the use of morphisms of free multicategories over E to complete the
deFnition.
With the Fxed (L;C ; d), we have O=O(L)=O(C); L=L(L); A=A(C): $; &; )
denote elements of A; f; g elements of L.
The construction of D takes place in C . The role E and d have in the construction
is summarized in the following lemma:
Lemma 1. (i) d($)= d(&) implies that s($)= s(&).
(ii) d($◦r&)= (d$)◦(E)r (d&)
and more generally
d($($1; : : : ; $n))= (d$)(d$1; : : : ; d$n))
whenever $◦r&; $($1; : : : ; $n) are well de@ned; here; we refer to simultaneous
composition; in C on the left and in E on the right.
(iii) Suppose that d($1)= d($2); d(&1)= d(&2) and c(&1)= c(&2). Suppose $1◦r&1
is well de@ned. Then also;
(a) $2◦r&2 is well de@ned;
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(b) d($1◦r&1)= d($2◦r&2);
as a consequence;
(c) s($1◦r&1)= s($2◦r&2);
and we have; for the amalgamating functions for C ; that
(d) ’[$1; &1; r] =’[$2; &2; r];  [$1; &1; r] =  [$2; &2; r].
This is essentially immediate from the fact that d :C→E is a strict morphism which
is the identity on objects; here are some details.
For (i), since d :C→E is a strict morphism which is the identity on objects,
sE(d($))= sC ($)= s($). Therefore, d($)= d(&) implies s($)= s(&).
For (ii), this is a consequence of the fact that d is a strict morphism d :C→E of
multicategories.
For (iii), remember that $◦r& is well deFned iP r ∈ |s($)| and s($)(r)= c(&). Thus,
(a) is clear. Writing $; & for $i; &i, for either i=1 or 2, we have d($◦r&)= d($)◦Er d(&),
implying (b). By the strictness of d; ’[$; &; r] =’E [d($); d(&); r], and similarly for  .
The equalities d($1)= d($2); d(&1)= d(&2) now clearly imply (d).
Let us write ‖$‖ for the range of the function 〈$〉, the set of function symbols
occurring in $. The deFnition of 〈$〉 gives that
‖f($1; : : : ; $n)‖= {f} ∪ ‖$1‖ ∪ · · · ∪ ‖$n‖
and by induction on $, we see that
‖$◦q&‖= ‖$‖ ∪ ‖&‖: (4.4)
Note the obvious fact that, for $; &∈A, the existence of at least one map 〈&〉→ 〈$〉 in
L# is equivalent to the condition ‖&‖⊂‖$‖.
Let $∈A and let f∈‖$‖. Any representation of $ in the form of (4.2), with suitable
$′, etc., is called a decomposition of $ at f.
Lemma 2. Assume f∈‖$‖. There is at least one decomposition of $ at f.
Proof. See the appendix.
$ is separated if 〈$〉 is a repetition-free tuple: the function 〈$〉 : |〈$〉|→L is one to
one. A system ($1; $2; : : : ; :$n) of terms is separated if each $i is separated, and the
ranges ‖$i‖ are pairwise disjoint sets. Note the obvious fact that if $ is separated, & is
any term, then there is at most one arrow 〈&〉→ 〈$〉 in L#. For f∈L, the well-deFned
term f($1 $2; : : : ; $k) is separated iP the system (f; $1; $2; : : : ; $n) is separated. By in-
duction on $, we see that $◦q& is separated iP ($; &) is a separated system; in particular,
if $◦q& is separated, then ‖$‖ ∩ ‖&‖= ∅.
The following lemma is intuitively obvious.
Lemma 3. For a separated term $; the decomposition at f∈‖$‖ (see (4:2)) is unique.
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Proof. See the appendix.
Let $; &∈A, and f∈L. We declare $ f& to be well de@ned if and only if $ is
separated, f∈‖$‖, and T(f )=T(&) (for T, see (ii) of the theorem); if so, $ f& is
given by expression (4.3), that is
$ f&= $′◦q&($1; : : : ; $n);
where we refer to (4.2), the (unique) decomposition of $ at f (by Lemmas 2 and 3).
Note that, instead of a “place” p, we now have a function-symbol f in the subscript
position. We still have to see that the expression deFning $ f& is well deFned.
Note that T(f )=T(&) implies that s(f )= s(&) and t(f )= t(&). The simultaneous
composition &($1; : : : ; $n) is well deFned since (s(&)(i))= (s(f )(i))= t($i), the second
equality from the fact that f($1; : : : ; $n) is well deFned. The composition at q is well
deFned since
(s($′)(q))= t(f )= t(&)= t(&($1; : : : ; $n));
the Frst equality holding since (4.2) is well deFned.
The Frst thing we check is that
T($ f&)=T($): (4.5)
provided $ f& is well deFned. Applying d to expressions (4.2) and (4.3), and applying
Lemma 1 repeatedly, we get that
d($)= d($′)◦qd(f )(d($1); : : : ; d($n));
and
d($ f&)= d($′)◦qd(&)(d($1); : : : ; d($n));
on the right-hand side, we have simultaneous composition in E. The equality d(f )=
d(&) ensures that d($ f&)= d($). We also have that c($ f&)= c($′)= c($). By
Lemma 1, it follows that (4.5) holds.
The deFnition of $ f& gives immediately that we have
‖$ f&‖=(‖$‖ − {f}) ∪ ‖&‖: (4.6)
Next, we claim
Lemma 4. Assuming the pair ($; &) is separated and f∈‖$◦r&‖;
($◦r&) f)=
{
($ f))◦r& if f∈‖$‖;
$◦r(& f)) if f∈‖&‖:
(Note that the same place r appears on the two sides. The upper right-hand occurrence
of the composition ◦r at r is meaningful, since by (4.5) and Lemma 1, s($ f))= s($):)
Proof. See the appendix.
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Note that, together with the equality f f&= & (provided f f& is well deFned),
Lemma 4 determines the value of $ f) in all cases, since the generating arrows f∈L,
together with the identities generate A. Of course, Lemma 4 cannot be used to deFne
, directly at least, since terms can, in general, be written in the form $◦r& in more
than one way.
The deFnition of $ f& in terms of ◦C , and what we know about separatedness and
◦C , make it clear that if the pair ($; &) is separated, then so is the term $ f& (a little
less would in fact suSce).
We are ready to state and prove the associative and commutative laws for the sep-
arated case; the proof uses Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. Assume that the triple ($; &; )) is separated; f∈‖$‖; g∈‖$ f&‖=(‖$‖−
{f}) ∪ ‖&‖;T(&)=T(f ) and T())=T(g). Then
($ f&) g)=
{
($ g)) f& if g∈‖$‖;
$ f(& g)) if g∈‖&‖:
(Note that the assumption implies that the left-hand side is well deFned. Note also
that the right-hand expressions are well deFned too; if g∈‖&‖, we have, by (4.5),
T(& g))=T(&)=T(f ), making $ f(& g)) well deFned).
Proof. See the appendix.
Assume again that ($; &) is separated, and f∈‖$‖, so $ f& is well deFned. Let
p∈ |〈$〉| such that 〈$〉(p)=f. As we have noted, the separatedness of $ f& ensures
there is at most one morphism 〈$〉\p→〈$ f&〉, and at most one 〈&〉→ 〈$ f&〉. But
also, since ‖$ f&‖=(‖$‖ − {f}) ∪ ‖&‖, there are such morphisms
〈$〉\p  →〈$ f&〉 ’←〈&〉;
 =  ($; &; f ); ’=’ ($; &; f ); (4.7)
we have deFned the amalgamating maps for the composition ◦D= , partially, for the
“separated case”. Finally, we note that, provided the triple ($; &; )) is separated, each
one of the diagrams made up of amalgamating maps for the composition ◦D= , asso-
ciated with either the associative law * =
def
($ f&) g)= $ f(& g)) in (x) of Section
1 or the commutative law * =
def
($ f&) g)=($ f&) g) in (xi) of Section 1 as the
case may be, is automatically commutative, by the separatedness of the term *, which
implies that into 〈*〉 from any other object of L# there is at most one morphism.
This completes the work of establishing the multicategory structure in the restricted
sense of applying to the “suSciently separated” arguments. We now enter the second
stage of the proof of the theorem.
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Let F : (Lˆ; Cˆ ; dˆ)→ (L;C ; d) be a morphism of free multicategories over E. We say
that F is ample, or that (Lˆ; Cˆ ; dˆ) is an ample expansion of (L;C ; d) via F , if for
each f∈L there are inFnitely many distinct fˆ∈ Lˆ such that F(fˆ)=f.
It is almost obvious that we have
Lemma 6. Any free multicategory (L;C ; d) over E has ample expansions.
Proof. See the appendix.
Let F : Cˆ→C be an ample expansion. Since F is strict, for any &∈ Aˆ=A(Cˆ);
sCˆ (&)= sC (F(&)). We will write s(&); t(&) for sCˆ (&); tCˆ (&), respectively, just like in
C . We have, for any $ˆ∈ Aˆ, that
(4.8)
Of course, “separated” terms in Cˆ are meant as they were in C .
Here is another “obvious” lemma.
Lemma 7. F : Cˆ→C is surjective. For any $∈L; there is at least one separated &∈ Lˆ
such that F(&)= $. In fact; for any $∈L; and any @nite set I; there is at least one
separated &∈ Lˆ such that F(&)= $ and ‖&‖ ∩ I = ∅.
Proof. See the appendix.
We use the notations cˆ($ˆ)= tCˆ ($ˆ); Tˆ($ˆ)= (dˆ($ˆ); cˆ($ˆ)) for $ˆ∈ Aˆ. Since dˆ($ˆ)= d(F$ˆ);
cˆ($ˆ)= c(F$ˆ); we have that Tˆ($ˆ)=T($) for $=F($ˆ).
Now, we can deFne $ p& for any $; &∈A=A(C), and p∈ |〈$〉| such that, for
f= 〈$〉(p);T(&)=T(f ). Let $ˆ∈ Aˆ be separated such that F($ˆ)= $ by Lemma 7;
next, let &ˆ∈ Aˆ be separated such that F(&ˆ)= & and ‖&‖ ∩ ‖$‖= ∅ by Lemma 7 again.
Let fˆ= 〈$ˆ〉(p). By (4.8), F(fˆ)=f; we have Tˆ(&ˆ)= Tˆ(fˆ), and $ˆ p&ˆ= $ˆ fˆ&ˆ is well
deFned. We deFne
$ p& =
def
F($ˆ fˆ&ˆ):
Further, we deFne the amalgamating maps
〈$〉\p  →〈$ p&〉 ’←〈&〉;
 =  ($; &; p); ’=’ ($; &; p) (4.9)
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as the F-images of the maps
〈$ˆ〉\p  ˆ→〈$ˆ fˆ&ˆ〉
’ˆ←〈&ˆ〉;
 ˆ =  ($ˆ; &ˆ; fˆ); ’=’ ($ˆ; &ˆ; fˆ):
As maps of sets,  and ’ are the same as  ˆ and ’ˆ, respectively; by (4.8), e.g.,
|〈$〉\p|= |〈$ˆ〉\p|; |〈$ p&〉|= |〈$ˆ fˆ&ˆ〉|, thus, we can deFne  : |〈$〉\p|→ |〈$ p&〉| as
 =  ˆ ; similarly, ’= ’ˆ; then by (4.8) again, ’ and  are maps as in (4.9). It is also
obvious that (’;  ) are the coprojections of a coproduct in L#.
Let us show that this deFnition is legitimate: that is, the result does not depend on
the choice of the ample expansion F : Cˆ→C , and the choice of $ˆ; &ˆ.
Let $; &∈A(C); p∈ |〈$〉|; f= 〈$〉(p). Let Cˆ ; $ˆ; &ˆ and fˆ be as above. Assume
G : C˜ =F(L˜)→C is another ample expansion, ($˜; &˜) a separated pair of terms in
A˜=A(C˜) such that G($˜)= $; G(&˜)= &; let f˜= 〈$˜〉(p); we want to show that
F($ˆ fˆ&ˆ)=G($˜ f˜&˜) (4.10)
and that the amalgamating maps ’;  also come out to be the same when we use the
new data.
We claim that there is a morphism H :Lˆ→L˜ of languages (see above) such that
(4.11)
and such that H◦〈$ˆ〉= 〈$˜〉; H◦〈&ˆ〉= 〈&˜〉 for the particular $ and & given to us. The
latter two conditions determine the ePect of H on the subset ‖$ˆ‖∪˙‖&ˆ‖ of Lˆ; these
conditions are possible to fulFll since 〈$ˆ〉; 〈&ˆ〉 are injective functions, and ‖$ˆ‖∩‖&ˆ‖= ∅.
The restriction of H to ‖$ˆ‖∪˙‖&ˆ‖ so determined will satisfy what it has to for (4.11)
to hold. On the rest of the set Lˆ; H can be deFned arbitrarily, except for being subject
to (4.11); the ampleness of G ensures that for every gˆ∈ Lˆ there is g˜∈ L˜ such that
G(g˜)=F(gˆ); we may put H (gˆ)= g˜.
H gives rise to a morphism H : Cˆ→ C˜ for which the transition isomorphisms
gˆ(gˆ∈ Lˆ) are all identities. H is the identity on objects. It follows from the strict-
ness of F and G, and (4.11) that H is strict.
We claim that H ($ˆ)= $˜; H (&ˆ)= &˜. Note that for $˜1 =H ($ˆ); &˜1 =H (&˜), we have
G($˜1)=G($˜) and G(&˜1)=G(&˜); also 〈$˜1〉= 〈$˜〉=H◦〈$ˆ〉; 〈&˜1〉= 〈&˜〉. The assertion
then follows from the following observation: if )˜; *˜∈ L˜; G()˜)=G(*˜); 〈)˜〉= 〈*˜〉 then
)˜= *˜; this is proved by an induction on the length of G()˜)=G(*˜). The deFnition of
$ˆ fˆ&ˆ via the structure of Cˆ , and that of $˜ f˜&˜ via the structure of C˜ tell us that
H ($ˆ fˆ&ˆ)= $˜ f˜&˜ holds as a consequence of H ($ˆ)= $˜; H (&ˆ)= &˜, the facts that H is
a strict morphism, and that H is the identity on objects. For this, one notes, in the Frst
place, that the decomposition of $ˆ at fˆ is carried by H into the decomposition of $˜
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at f˜. Now, (4.10) follows by (4.11). The assertion on the amalgamating maps is also
clear.
Condition (v) is clearly met by the construction.
We now prove assertion (vi) of the Theorem, even though we have not yet proved
that D[L;C ; d] is a multicategory. Assume the data for (vi) as shown. The claim is
that in this case we have
H (1(D1)f )= 1
(D2)
H (f ); (4.12)
H ($ 1p&)= (H$)
2
p(H&) (4.13)
and
’ 2 [$; &; p] =’ 1 [H$;H&; p];  2 [$; &; p] =  1 [H$;H&; p]; (4.14)
every time $ 1p& is well deFned (
i is the composition in Di).
Eq. (4.12) is immediate. The proofs of (4.13) and (4.14) are also easy: having set up
F : Cˆ→C1; $ˆ F
→ $; &ˆ F
→ & as needed for the deFnition of $ 1p& as $ 1p&=F($ˆ 1fˆ&ˆ),
we have a valid set-up HF : Cˆ→C2; $ˆ HF
→H$; &ˆ HF
→H& for the disambiguated deFnition
of (H$) 2p(H&) as (H$)
2
p(H&)= (HF)($ˆ
1
fˆ&ˆ)= (H (F($ˆ
1
fˆ&ˆ)), which shows (4.13);
(4.14) is similarly seen.
The relation
T($ p&)=T($)
follows instantly from the deFnition of $ p&; variant (4.5) of the same law established
in the “separated case”, and applied in Cˆ , and by the fact Tˆ($ˆ)=T($) when F($ˆ)= $.
The rest of the required laws for are also easily established. We treat the asso-
ciative law.
Suppose $; &; )∈A; $ p& and & q) are well-deFned, and Mq=’ [$; &; p](q); to
see that ($ p&) Mq)= $ p(& q)). Choose an ample F : (Lˆ; Cˆ ; dˆ)→ (L;C ; d) and
by Lemma 7, choose arrows $ˆ; &ˆ; )ˆ∈A(Cˆ) such that $ˆ is separated, F($ˆ)= $; &ˆ is
separated, ‖&ˆ‖∩‖$ˆ‖= ∅; F(&ˆ)= &; )ˆ is separated, ‖)ˆ‖∩ (‖$ˆ‖∪‖&ˆ‖)= ∅; and F()ˆ)= ).
Then, with fˆ= 〈$ˆ〉(p); gˆ= 〈&ˆ〉(p); we have ($ˆ p&ˆ) Mq)ˆ=($ˆ fˆ&ˆ) g)ˆ; $ˆ p(&ˆ q)ˆ)=
$ˆ fˆ(&ˆ g)ˆ); and ($ˆ fˆ&ˆ) g)ˆ= $ˆ fˆ(&ˆ g)ˆ) as ($; &; )) is a separated triple, and in
the separated case, we know that the associative law holds (see Lemma 5). By (vi)
(already proved), F(($ˆ p&ˆ) Mq)ˆ)= ($ p&) Mq) and F($ˆ p(&ˆ q)ˆ))= $ p(& q)). It
follows that ($ p&) Mq)= $ p(& q)).
The commutative law and the commutative diagrams involving the amalgamating
maps are established similarly.
We have left the treatment of the identity arrows for the end.
For f∈L=O(D); 1(D)f is deFned to be f∈A itself; since sD(f )= 〈f 〉; and tD(f )=
f˙=T(f ); the source and the target of 1(D)f are as they should be.
To see that the Frst unit law holds, let us assume Frst that &∈A is separated,
p∈ |〈&〉|; f= 〈&〉(p); to see that & pf= & and for ’=’ [&; f; p];  =  [&; f; p];
we have ’(1)=p and  (i)= i for i∈ [1; ‘h(&)]−{p}. By condition (v) in the Theorem
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(which we have proved), it is clear that & pf= &. The separatedness of & ensures that
’ and  cannot be anything else but the ones described. Turning to the general case,
let F : Cˆ→C be an ample expansion, and &ˆ∈ Aˆ such that F(&ˆ)= &. Let fˆ= 〈&ˆ〉(p).
Then, by what we just saw, &ˆ pfˆ= &ˆ and for ’ˆ=’[&ˆ; fˆ; p];  ˆ =  [&ˆ; fˆ; p], we have
’ˆ(1)=p and  ˆ (i)= i for i∈ [1; ‘h(&ˆ)] − {p}. Since is preserved by F (condition
(vi), already proved), the desired result follows.
The other unit law is similarly seen.
The uniqueness assertion in the theorem is clear from what we have gone through.
Appendix
We prove the if direction of (3.3). We use the notation introduced in and before
the statement of (3.3). On the basis of the data L;C ; F deFned on L; and 〈f〉f∈ L;
satisfying the conditions in the deFnition of the free multicategory, we have to deFne
F :C→D; including 〈f〉f∈ A.
We write s; t; O; L; A for sC =sL; tC = tL; O(C)=O(L); L(L); A(C); respectively.
Let us write MO for O(D); MA for A(D); MX for F(X ) (X ∈O); Mf for F(f ) (f∈A). We
will write s(&); t(&) for sD(&); tD(&); respectively, when &∈ MA.
We deFne M$=F($) by structural recursion.
If $=1X : 〈X 〉→ X˙ ; we let M1X = 1 MX : 〈 MX 〉→ M˙X .
Assume that f∈L; |s(f )|= [1; n]; $1; : : : ; $n ∈A; t($i)= (s(f )(i)); thus, $=f(˜$)=
f($1; : : : ; $n) is well deFned. Consider
f :F◦s(f )
∼=→ s( Mf ) (A.1)
and write Mi for f(i); and j˜ for −1f (j) (i; j∈ [1; n]). Assume that M$i is deFned for all
i∈ [1; n]; and t( M$i)= (t($i)): (induction hypothesis). We let
M$= Mf( M$1˜; M$2˜; : : : ; M$n˜)= Mf( M$1˜=1; M$2˜=2; : : : ; M$n˜=n):
We observe that this is well deFned:
t( M$j˜)
:
=(t($j˜))
:
=(s(f )(j˜))
:
=
↑
∗
s( Mf )(f(j˜))= s( Mf )(j)
:
;
here, the equality marked ∗ is the content of (A.1). Also, t( M$)= t( Mf )= (t(f )):=(t($)):.
This completes the deFnition of the mapping $ 
→ M$=F($).
Next, we deFne $ :F◦s($)
∼=→ s( M$). For $=1X , there is no choice. Consider $=f(˜$)
as above. Let M˜$= 〈 M$1; : : : ; M$n〉; and
’i =’
(C)
i [f; $˜] : s($i)
∼=→ s($);
M’j =’
(D)
j [ Mf; M˜$] : s( M$j)
∼=→ s( M$);
arrows in O#, MO
#
; respectively. We know that the morphisms M’j are coprojections
making s( M$) a coproduct of the s( M$j) in MO
#
. Therefore, there is a uniquely determined
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morphism $ :F◦s($)→ s( M$) for which the following diagram in MO# commutes for each
j∈ [1; n]:
F◦s($) $−−−−−→ s( M$)
’j˜
 ◦
 M’j
F◦s($j˜) −−−−−→
$j˜
s( M$j˜);
(A.2)
it is also clear that $ is an isomorphism. This completes the deFnition of the $.
We need to verify the requisite properties of F :C→D deFned by the above spec-
iFcations. First, we show
F($◦p&)= $◦p&= M$◦ Mp M&; (A.3)
here, Mp= $(p).
We employ a structural induction on $. When $=1X , the assertion is obviously true.
Let $=f(˜$), with all the accompanying notation used above. Assume that $◦p& is well
deFned. There are uniquely determined i∈ [1; n] and q∈ |s($i)| for which p=’i(q);
the associative law, in the form applying to a simultaneous composition, gives that
$◦p&=f($1; : : : ; $i−1; $i◦q&; $i+1; : : : ; $n): (A.4)
Let j= Mi; j˜= i. According to the deFnition of ) 
→ M), we have
$◦p&= Mf( M$1˜=1; : : : ; M$ ]( j−1)=(j − 1); $i◦p&=j; M$ ]( j+1)=j + 1; : : : ; M$n˜=n): (A.5)
Let Mq= $i(q); by the induction hypothesis,
$i◦q&= M$i◦ Mq M&: (A.6)
Consider diagram (A.2), and chase the element q in the lower left corner. We obtain
that M’j( Mq)= Mp. Since we have
M$= Mf( M$1˜=1; M$2˜=2; : : : ; M$n˜=n);
we get, by associativity in D, that
M$◦ Mp M&= Mf( M$1˜=1; : : : ; M$ ]( j−1)=(j − 1); M$i◦ Mq M&=j; M$ ]( j+1)=j + 1; : : : ; M$n˜=n) (A.7)
which, after a comparison with (A.5) and (A.6), gives (A.3).
It remains to show that the $ satisfy the coherence condition in 2(v).
We consider $=f(˜$) and $◦p& as before; we write f(˜$′) to abbreviate the right-hand
side of (A.4), Mf(˜ M$
′
) for the right-hand side of (A.5) (equivalently (A.7)). We want to
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prove the commutativities in
(F◦s($))\p $−−−−−−−−−−→ s( M$)\ Mp
 
 O?
 M 
F◦s($◦p&)
$◦p&−−−−−→ s($◦p&)= s( M$◦ Mp M&)
’
 O?
 M’
F◦s(&) −−−−−−−−−−→
&
s( M&)
(A.8)
What we have to go on are the following facts. First, as the induction hypothesis, the
commutativities
(F◦s($i))\q
$i −−−−−−−−−−→ s( M$i)\ Mq
 ˜
 O
  ˆ
F◦s($i◦p&)
$i◦p&−−−−−→ s($i◦q&)= s( M$i◦ Mq M&)
’˜
 O ’ˆ

F◦s(&)
&−−−−−−−−−−→ s( M&)
(A.9)
where we used the notations  ˜ ; ’˜;  ˆ ; ’ˆ in the obvious senses. Second, we have the
coherence conditions associated with associativity, both in C and D, to wit the com-
mutativity of the following diagrams:
(A.10)
(A.11)
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(A.12)
(A.13)
Further, we have the deFnition of $ in terms of diagrams (A.2), that is
F◦s($) $−−−−−→ s( M$)
’i
 O M’j

F◦s($i)
$i−−−−−→ s( M$i)
F◦s($) $−−−−−→ s( M$)
’k
 O M’‘

F◦s($k) −−−−−→
$k
s( M$k)
(A.14)
and the deFnition of $◦p&= f(˜$′), that is
F◦s($◦p&)
$−−−−−→ s( M$◦ Mp M&)
’′i
 O M’′j

F◦s($i◦q&) −−−−−→
$i
s( M$i◦ Mq M&)
F◦s($◦p&)
$−−−−−→ s( M$◦ Mp M&)
’′k
 O M’′‘

F◦s($k) −−−−−→
$k
s( M$k)
(A.15)
Let us remark that in each of these diagram, we actually have functions on sets, and as
functions of sets, e.g. ’i : s($i)→ s($) and ’i :F◦s($i)→F◦s($) are the same, namely
’i : |s($i)|→ |s($)|.
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Consider the upper commutativity in (A.8). s($)\p is the coproduct of s($i)\q and
s($k) (k = i) via the coprojections ’i ; ’k ; therefore, the required commutativity is
proved if we can show that it holds when we precompose it with the said coprojections.
We observe (not without a certain amount of experimentation) that using some of
the diagrams above, we can Ft together the cube
in which the front face is (A.8) upper (the one we want to see commute), the left face
is (A.10) upper, the right face is (A.12) upper, the bottom face is (A.15) left, the top
face is (A.14) left, and the back face is (A.9) upper. All of these, except the front
face, commute. It follows that the front face commutes when precomposed by the left
upper edge, which is ’i ; this is the Frst thing we want. As far as precomposing with
’k (k = i) is concerned, the back face of the cube collapses, and we get
here again, the front face is (A.8) upper, the left face is (A.11), the right face is
(A.13), the bottom face is (A.15) right, the top face is (A.14) right; thus, we again
have the desired conclusion. As we said, this shows the commutativity of (A.8) upper.
The proof for (A.8) lower is left to the reader.
This completes the proof of the existence of the morphism F :C→D; the uniqueness
of F is clear from what we have seen.
Next, the proofs of some lemmas in Section 4 are provided.
Proof of Lemma 2. We employ induction according to (3.2). If $=1X , then |〈$〉| is
empty; the assertion is vacuously true.
Let $= g(&1; : : : ; &m), with g∈L; mi = lh(s(&i)). There are two cases: p=1 (Case 1),
p = 1 (Case 2).
In Case 1, we have f= 〈$〉(1)= g and n=m; we put $′=1X where X = t(g), and
$i = &i (i∈ [1; m]); (4.2) is clear.
In Case 2, by (4:1), there is i∈ [1; m] such that p∈ |〈&i〉|. By assumption, we have
&i = )◦rf($1; : : : ; $n)
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for suitable ); r; $1; : : : ; $n. Then for
* =
def
g(&1; : : : ; &i−1; 1Y ; &i+1; : : : ; &m);
, =
def
f($1; : : : ; $n);
s =
def
’i[g; &1; : : : ; &i−1; 1Y ; &i+1; : : : ; &m](1)∈ |s(*)|;
$′ =
def
*◦s)= g(&1; : : : ; &i−1; ); &i+1; : : : ; &m)
[$′ is well deFned since t())= t(&)],
q =
def
’[*; ); r](r);
we have (4.2):
$′◦qf($1; : : : ; $n)= (*◦s))◦q,= *◦s()◦q,)= *◦s&i = $:
This completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 3. For the proof, let us Frst make a general statement. Given an
identity
g(&1; : : : ; &m)= -◦s.
with g∈L; &1; : : : ; &m; -; .∈A, it follows that
either -=1X and g(&1; : : : ; &m)= .,
or for unique i∈ [1; m]; &ˆ and t ∈ |s(&ˆ)|, we have
&i = &ˆ◦t. and -= g(&1; : : : ; &i−1; &ˆ; &i+1; : : : ; &m);
and for ’i =’i[g; &1; : : : ; &i−1; &ˆ; &i+1; : : : ; &m], we have s=’i(t).
This is proved by an induction on -, according to (3:2); no separatedness is involved.
Let f∈L, n= lh(s(f )), &˜=(&1; : : : ; &n), *˜=(*1; : : : ; *n), f(&˜), f(˜*) well deFned.
Assume
,= $◦pf(&˜)= )◦qf(*ˆ)
and , is separated, to show that $= ); &˜= *˜ and p= q. We do an induction on $.
Let Frst $=1X ; X = t(f ) necessarily. Then ,=f(&˜). If )=1Y , then Y =X = t(f ),
and $= ). Otherwise, ‖)‖ = ∅, and ‖)‖ ∩ ‖f(*ˆ)‖= ∅, and so f =∈‖)‖; but )= g(˜))
for a suitable g∈L; )˜∈A∗, and so )◦qf(*ˆ)= g(˜-) for a suitable -˜∈A∗; ,=f(&˜)=
)◦qf(*ˆ)= g(˜-) is impossible; contradiction.
Next, $= g(˜$), g∈L; $˜=($1; : : : ; $m)∈L∗. Then for a unique i∈ [1; m], for ’i =
’i[g; $˜], and for a unique r ∈ |s($i)|, we have p=’i(r), and for $˜= $i◦rf(&˜), we
have
,= $◦pf(&˜)= g($1; : : : ; $i−1; $˜; $i+1; : : : ; $m):
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Since , is separated, we have that g = f.
,= )◦qf(*ˆ)= g($1; : : : ; $i−1; $˜; $i+1; : : : ; $m)
implies that
either )=1X and ,=f(*ˆ), a case excluded by f = g;
or for some j∈ [1; m]− {i}, $ˆ and s∈ |s($ˆ)|, we have $j = $ˆ◦sf(*ˆ), a case again
excluded since ‖$j‖ ∩ ‖$˜‖= ∅ by the separatedness of ,;
or for some $ˆ and s∈ |s($ˆ)|, we have $˜= $ˆ◦sf(*ˆ) and
)= g($1; : : : ; $i−1; $ˆ; $i+1; : : : ; $m)
and for ’ˆi =’i[g; $1; : : : ; $i−1; $ˆ; $i+1; : : : ; $m], we have ’ˆi(s)= q.
In this case, we have $˜= $i◦rf(&˜)= $ˆ◦sf(*ˆ). By the induction hypothesis applied
to $i, we get $i = $ˆ, r= s and &˜= *˜. But then
’ˆi = ’i[g; $1; : : : ; $i−1; $ˆ; $i+1; : : : ; $m]
= ’i[g; $1; : : : ; $i−1; $i; $i+1; : : : ; $m] =’i;
p=’i(r)= ’ˆi(s)= q
and
$= g($1; : : : ; $i−1; $i; $i+1; : : : ; $m)= g($1; : : : ; $i−1; $ˆ; $i+1; : : : ; $m)= )
and the proof is complete.
Proof of Lemma 4. Assume Frst that f∈‖$‖. Write $ in the form (4.2) with $˜
abbreviating $1; : : : ; $n:
$= $′◦qf(˜$)
and
$ f)= $′◦q)(˜$):
We have that s($) is the coproduct of s($′) and the s($i) (i∈ [1; n]), via the amalga-
mating maps
 =
def
 [$′; f(˜$); q] : s($′)→ s($);
’ =
def
’[$′; f(˜$); q] : s(f(˜$))→ s($):
Therefore, we have the two mutually exclusive cases r ∈ Im( ) (Case 1), and r ∈ Im(’)
(Case 2). Leaving aside the easier Case 1, we take up Case 2. s(f(˜$)) is the coproduct
of the s($i) (i∈ [1; n]), via the maps
’i =’i[f; $˜] : s($i)→ s(f(˜$)):
We have r=’(s) for a uniquely determined s; and s=’i(t) for uniquely determined
i and t. Two applications of the associative law (one of the original form, the other
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of the form related to simultaneous composition) give that
$◦r& = ($′◦qf(˜$))◦r&= $′◦q(f(˜$)◦s&)
= $′◦qf($1; : : : ; $i−1; $i◦t&; $i+1; : : : ; $n):
Therefore,
($◦r&) f)= $′◦q)($1; : : : ; $i−1; $i◦t&; $i+1; : : : ; $n): (A.16)
On the other hand,
$ f)= $′◦q)(˜$):
Comparing d($′◦q)(˜$)) and d($′◦qf(˜$)), by Lemma 1 we see that they are equal,
because d())= d(f ); also, ’[$′; )(˜$); q] =’[$′; f(˜$); q] =’, and similarly for the  ’s.
Therefore,
($ f))◦r&=($′◦q)(˜$))◦r&= $′◦q()(˜$)◦s&)
with the same s as the one determined above. For similar reasons, we have, for the
same i and t as above,
)(˜$)◦s&= )($1; : : : ; $i−1; $i◦t&; $i+1; : : : ; $n)
and so,
($ f))◦r&= $′◦q)($1; : : : ; $i−1; $i◦t&; $i+1; : : : ; $n): (A.17)
Eqs. (A.16) and (A.17) conFrm the desired equality ($◦r&) f)=($ f))◦r&.
We will not consider Case 1, neither the second case in the lemma, f∈‖&‖, and
take Lemma 4 as having been proved.
Proof of Lemma 5. In the possession of Lemma 4, we can perform an induction on
$, in the sense of showing the equalities for $=1X and $∈L, and assuming them
for * and , in place of $, with all other parameters unconstrained, we prove it for
$= *◦r,. Since A is the least set containing all 1X , L and closed under the operations
(*; ,) 
→ *◦r,, this is a valid procedure.
The basis case $=1X is vacuous. Let $= h∈L. Then g∈‖$‖ would mean g= h,
and since f∈‖$‖, f= h= g; however, f =∈‖$ f&‖ and g∈‖$ f&‖, contradiction. It
remains to consider the case g∈‖&‖. Since $ f& is well deFned, h=f, and $ f&= &.
Both ($ f&) g) and $ f(& g)) are equal to & g).
For the induction step, we let $= *◦r,, and distinguish, because of ‖$‖= ‖*‖∪˙‖,‖,
the following six mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive cases:
(1) f∈‖*‖; g∈‖*‖;
(2) f∈‖*‖; g∈‖,‖;
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(3) f∈‖,‖; g∈‖*‖;
(4) f∈‖,‖; g∈‖,‖;
(5) f∈‖*‖; g∈‖&‖;
(6) f∈‖,‖; g∈‖&‖.
(1) We want to show ((*◦r,) f&) g) ?= ((*◦r,) g)) f&;
we have
all equalities except the one marked (∗) which is the induction hypothesis for *, are
valid instances of Lemma 4, sometimes used “backwards”.
in this case, the induction hypothesis is not used.
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This completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 6. Assume L1, L2 are languages with O(L1)=O(L2). Temporar-
ily, we will mean by a morphism H :L1→L2 of languages a mapping
H : A(L1)→A(L2) such that sL2 (H (f ))= sL1 (f ) and tL2 (H (f ))= tL1 (f ) for all
f∈L(L1) (thus, we do not consider any action on the objects themselves now). Note
that an “ample expansion” F : Cˆ→C restricts to a morphism Lˆ→L.
We Frst choose a language Lˆ with a morphism F :Lˆ→L (as described) such
that for every f∈L there are inFnitely many fˆ∈ Lˆ=L(Lˆ) with F(fˆ)=f. Take
C˜ =F(Lˆ) to be the free multicategory on Lˆ, say, with standard amalgamation. Using
g = ids(g) for all g∈ Lˆ, we have a uniquely determined morphism F0 :F(Lˆ)→C of
multicategories for which F0(g)=F(g) as given to begin with, for each g∈ Lˆ, and
whose transition isomorphisms, at each g∈ Lˆ, are identities. “Twist” F(Lˆ) by us-
ing the transition isomorphisms of F0; that is, use the factorization of F0 into an
isomorphism " which is the identity on objects and arrows, and a strict morphism
as in Section 2:
Cˆ is free as well, since, by characterization (3.3), being free is invariant under twist-
ing (or, because Cˆ ∼= C˜). F : Cˆ→C is the desired ample expansion. We deFne
dˆ : Cˆ→E as the composite dˆ = d◦F ; dˆ is a strict morphism which is the identity on
objects
Proof of Lemma 7. The proof is by induction on $. If $=1X , &=1X is the neces-
sary choice. Let $=f($1; : : : ; $n). We apply the induction hypothesis successively to
$1; : : : ; $n; there is separated &1 ∈ Aˆ with F(&1)= $1 such that I ∩ ‖&1‖ = ∅; there is
&2 ∈ Aˆ with F(&2)= $2 and ‖&2‖ ∩ (I ∪ ‖&1‖)= ∅; : : : ; there is &n ∈ Aˆ with F(&n)= $n
and ‖&n‖∩(I∪‖&1‖∪‖&2‖∪· · ·∪‖&n−1‖)= ∅. Now, let J = I∪‖&1‖∪‖&2‖∪· · ·∪‖&n‖. By
assumption, there is g∈ Lˆ such that g =∈ J , and F(g)=F(f ). In particular, s(g)= s(f ).
Thus, &= g(&1; : : : ; &n)∈ Aˆ is well deFned, and since the sets {g}, ‖&1‖; ‖&2‖; : : : ; ‖&n‖
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are pairwise disjoint, & is separated. Also, the construction ensures that ‖&‖ ∩ I = ∅.
Since F is a morphism, F(&)=F(g)(F(&1); : : : ; F(&n))= $. The proof is complete.
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